CORPORATE
ROOM CONFIGURATIONS

Boardroom
Corporate Training Rooms
Huddle Spaces
Medium Conference Rooms
Medium Training Rooms
Retrofit for USB Conferencing
PART NUMBERS

RoboSHOT 20 UHD
999-9950-000

RoboSHOT 12E HDBT
999-99600-000

RoboSHOT IW Clear Glass
999-9966-800

Luxul Switch
AMS-1208P
PART NUMBERS

**AV Bridge MATRIX PRO**
999-8230-000

**RoboSHOT 12E AVBMP**
999-99000-500 x3

**CeilingMIC Microphone**
999-85100-000 x4

**AutoVIEW IR Sensor**
999-1701-100

**PresenterPOD**
999-1111-000

---

**Power**

- Cat-5 EZ-Power Video
- Network
- USB 2.0
- HDMI
- Cat-5
- Balanced audio
- Trigger inputs
Huddle Spaces

PART NUMBERS

HuddleSHOT
999-50707-000

Luxul Switch
AMS-1208P

Network and PoE+

Network

USB 3.0

HDMI
Medium Conference Rooms

PART NUMBERS

ConferenceSHOT AV
Bundle – TableMIC 2
999-99950-400

Network and PoE (+, ++) Power
Network
USB 3.0
HDMI
Cat-5

ConferenceSHOT AV / camera and speaker
TableMIC Microphones
Conferencing Laptop (BYOD)
PoE+ power injector
Network streaming & control
Display monitor
Medium Training Rooms

PART NUMBERS

ConferenceSHOT AV Bundle – CeilingMIC 2
999-99950-200

Network
HDMI
Power
USB 3.0

Network and PoE (+, ++)
Retrofit for USB Conferencing

PART NUMBERS

AV Bridge Mini
999-8240-000

Luxul Switch
AMS-2624P

Network and PoE (+, ++)  
Power  
Network  
USB 3.0  
HDMI  
Balanced audio